
FIRE CONTROL SPRAYERS

Enduraplas is your trusted resource for superior liquid 
management equipment when and where you need it!

• SPRAY-COMMAND™ CONTROLS allows you to select where you want to spray and at what pressure with all controls 
mounted to the SWING-ARM™

• SWING-ARM™ puts all controls are at your fingertips and within reach from the UTV cab. Hoses are protected and out 
of sight.

• QUICK-ATTACH™ BOOM BRACKETS the built-in connection points save time and hassle when removing and attaching a 
spray boom.

• AUTO-DRAIN™ SUMP BASE the sloped tank base channels every ounce of spray chemical to the drain.
• QUICK-CONNECT™ BOOM PORTS allows you to plumb a spray boom to this sprayer in seconds with three screw-on 

brass fittings and no tools are required.
• TIME-SAVER™ FORK POINTS the built-in fork slots make the entire unit a breeze to left and load.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION
SFB060FG225GH Sprayer - UTV Field Boss™ 365

UTV Field Boss™ 365

• 50 PSI
• 22.5 GPM
• 60 Gallon
• 27’ Vertical Spray

• 35’ Horizontal Spray
• 48" L x 38" W x 23" H
• 185 lbs Dry Weight
• Honda Motor

Centrifugal Pump with Honda Gas Engine

• 120 GPM
• 100 PSI
• Gas Engine
• Centrifugal Pump

• 2" Inlet
• (2) 1" Outlets
• (1) 1-1/2" Outlet

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION
PUM02FF Pump - Honda Gas Engine
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THE PRODUCTS, KNOWLEDGE, AND EXPERIENCE TO SERVE YOUR NEEDS!

Sprayer tank sizes available: 
200, 250, and 300 gallon

Fire Ranger™ Sprayers

The Fire Ranger is designed to be your ideal fire control unit with a very affordable price tag. It is a must 
for every fire department and farmer to have a backup like this included in their fire emergency plan.

• Load and unload fast with the built-in fork points
• Utilize the quick fill system for increased efficiency

• Unleash volume with the fire nozzle
• 4 built-in tie down points

• 47" L x 23" W x 29" H
• GX160 Honda
• 5.5 HP
• Centrifugal Pump
• 120 GPM

• 100 PSI
• 100' Hose
• 33' Vertical Spray
• 36' Horizontal Spray
• 245 lbs Dry Weight

ST120PMFF

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION
ST120PMFF Fire Ranger™ Sprayer

• 300 Gallon Tank
• 102" L x 46" W x 36" H
• GX160 Honda
• 5.5 HP
• Centrifugal Pump
• 120 GPM

• 100 PSI
• 100' Hose
• 35' Vertical Spray
• 40' Horizontal Spray
• 521 lbs Dry Weight

ST300PMFF

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION
ST300PMFF Fire Ranger™ Sprayer - 300 Gallon Tank


